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Introduction
Recently, high perforrnance itF.ahalog CMOS devices for 2GHz

telecommunication eguipment has shown remarkabre progress and
reported by sweral groups[1]-[8] as shorrm in Table I. Already
fT.values ofmore than 150 GFIz have bee,n reported for sub 0.1 pm
gate length n-MOSFETs t!t2l. In the 0.1 - 0.3 pm gate length
rangg 35 GlIz - l2O GI-Ia for fT,28 GIlz - 46 GlIz for fina+ and
0.4 dB - 0.8 dB for NFmin were demonstrate<i. Howerrer, in
geNreral, gm of MosFETs is smaller than that of GaAs and bipolar
transistors. Thus, large gate width such as 200 - 1,000 pm has
been used for obtaining the high gain comparable to those of
bipolar. . By downsizing the gate length, high gm will be achieved
and thus the gate width could be decreased. This is good in terms
of power consumption of the circuit.

- The purpo56 ef this pap€r is to study the gate width dependence
of noise fuure of 0.25 - 0.f3 F-m gate tength RI CMOS trensistors,
and to show sufficiently high p€rformance of smaller gate width
devices not only for 2 GHz operation but also for 5-8 GFIz operation
with low power consumption.

Senple fabricetion
Figure 1 shows the cross section of the RF CMOS used in the

eryeriments. In-sinr phosphorous doped poty Si was used for the
gate electrode of both n- and p-MOSFETs. Co SALICIDE was
adopted to MosFETs in order to reduce the gatelsource/drain
resistance. '!he gate electrode is divided 5 pm length pieces by
adopting multi-fi nger layoul

AC mcrsurcment Resutts end Iliscussions
Figures 2 and 3 show the measureme,lrt results of the gate width

dependence of fT and Anax The gate length is 0.l8pm. With
decrease in gate widttr, fr and frnax qrnrcs shift to the lower current
direction without degradation in fr and fuo< walues. This means
that we can donmsize the gate widfr to achierre low power operation
without the sacrificc of fT and fnax values.

The measurement results of the gate width de,pendence of NFmin
at sGF{z operation is shown with open symbols in Figure 4 . It
should be noted ttrat NFmin value shows ttre significant
degradatio4 when the gate width is downsized. As shown in
Figure 5, the AC current path from the bonding pad via thg
substrate to the ground exists. Thus, an additional thermal noise
source composed of subsrate resistance is connected at the input
stage of MosEETs and is eryected to harre a significant influe,rrce
on the l.IFmin cbaracteristics. In real cirqriq tbe current path via
the bonding pad can be suppressed by several tecbniques. The
additional cirmponent can be de<rnbedded by re,moving the
parasitic compon€nts of the noise correlation admittance matrix
[Cy]open from that of the rotal matrix [g]total as shown in Fig.
5[0]. The de-errbedded results are shown with fiUed symbols in
Fig. 4. Very small NF 'ualues comparable to ttrat of GaAs
{evic{Table f) have been obtained for the intrinsic portion of Si-
MOSFETs for the fust time.. 'It was confirmed that wq can reduce
the drain current and power consumption by reducing the gate
width without degrading the NFmin charactedstics in the de-
embedded casp-

In the case of NFmiq matching between the input and MOSFET
has to be taken perfectly by inserting the matching cirorit. On the
other hand, NF50 value (noise figure value in the case input stage is
connected to 50O) is another figure to predict the worst case
without the matching circuig and it is also irnportant 1o toow the
behavior ofNF50.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of NF50 on the gate width of n-
MOSFETs for SGFIz. The drastic degradation of NF50 caused by
the downsizing of gate width is observed in nonde-embedded case
shown with open symbo6. Although the degradation is
considerably suppressed by de<mbedding as shown by filled
symbols, the NF50 values increase with gate width decrease.

Figure 7 shows.the equivalent cirqdt for MOSFETs. NFmin can
be.expressed as Eq(l) as shown in figure 7, whic,*r suggests
NFmin has no dependence on gate width. This agrees with the
measurement results in Figure 4. In general, the NF value is
erpressed as Eq(2) as shown in Figure 8. From this, NF50 is
expresSed as Eq(3). In Table II, each t€rm in Eq(3) on various
gate widths is shown. The narrower gate width MOSFET has
larger Rn value in ipverse proportion to gate width Wg as sbown by
Eq(4) in Figure 8(Other terru exc€,pt Rn do not change
significantly.). This causes the degradation of NF50. The
situation can be understood by the noise circles plotted in Figure 8.
Thus, it will be a key to provide a good noise matching in the small
gate width MOSFETs used for the purpose of the low power
consumptign.

Figure 9 shows the dependence of fT, finaL and NFmin on the
gate length of n-MOSEETs with tox : 4.5 nm. These AC
characteristics improrrc by reducing the gate length thanks to the
increase in gm. Nonde-embedded data are also plotted for NFmin
ciase.

AC characteristics of the n-MOSFETs for various generation
are measured by using the de+mbedded technique(as shoum in
Table III). The advanced generation device has high gm value
because of short gate length and thin gate oxide. This benefits fT,
frna>q and NFmin'values. Very low NFmin value comparable to
that of GaAs device has been obtained at higher frequency of 5 and
8 GI{z in the intrinsic part of MOSFETs. Improve,rrent of the
frna< value is slightly smaller than that of fT. Some kind of
process optimization such as raised sour@, gate, and di-ain
structurefl l] would be desirable to further improve this.

Conclusion
We have shown for the first time by using the de-ernbedded

technique that the intrinsic Si-MOSFET NFmin is as good as a few
0.ldB even at high frequenry 5-8GIft. This low NFmin value can
be kept with decrease in gate width for the pulpose of low power
cons rnption. On the other han4 NF50 increases with decrease in
the gate width. Thus, denelopme,nt of the on-chip matching
technique will become critically important for low porver RF CMOS
with small gate width. It can be expected that high performance
RF circuit with low norsg and low power would be realized by
making irse of the excellent intrinsic noise performance of Si
MOSFETs here.
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NF=NFmin+ T, Q\
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(3)

ll+foptl'(fr=g)
Rn :equivalent imput noise resistance
fopt :reflection coeficient at NF=NFmin

Rn=C/gmoclMg (4)
Q:constant
(dependent on gate width(Wg))

Fig.8 Nbise circle for various gate width (Frequency:5GHz, Lg=0.25pm
nMOSFETS Vg=V@gmmax)

Table II Noise parameters defined in equation(3)

Peak ff
50pm:50GHz

100Frn:4SGHZ
200pm:48GHz
400pm:4QGHz

0

operation frequeny.

)-);fWgfl;
r r Wg=100 pm; wgfuml Rn[cl] fop\2/p+roptl 2

lroptl lropt(rad)
100 48 o.21 0.82 4.43

200 25 o.21 0.76 o.77

400 12 0.29 0.66 1.53
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Iox
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/DD fT
GHzl

max
tGHzl

NFminfdBl
@-5GHz OSGHz

0.13 3.0 1.2 76 55 0.1 0.3

0.15 4.0 1.5 55 53 0.2 0.3

0.18 4.5 1.8 49 48 0.3 0.4

0.20 5.0 2.0 45 44 0.3 0.5

0.25 6.0 2.5 43 42 0.4 0.7

Table trI AC characteristics for various generation
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